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Plastics Pollution and Our Common Home: Some Considerations
When I volunteered to edit this issue of the ITEST Bulletin focused on the problem of plastics pollution, I was under no illusion that it would be an easy task. Although the material found in science journals, magazines and
online was abundant, it became an embarrassment of riches so to speak – so much from which to choose.
After some lengthy study, I decided that to follow a tack of negativity, detailing only the almost insurmountable
problems on this topic--given the amount of plastics waste especially in the waterways and oceans around the
globe--I decided that it would be more balanced to include the present efforts made internationally with researchers and technicians working on solutions to the problems of plastics pollution. All is not lost!
Nonetheless, to concentrate only on the scientific and technological solutions would be to ignore an equal partner
with science/technology, theology/faith in an ITEST publication. A balanced presentation is one in which ITEST
studies advances in sci/tech with a perceptive theological “eye” on that progress. Hence, throughout the issue you
will see applicable quotes from Pope Francis’ encyclical, Laudato Si': On Care for our Common Home (2015)
which apply directly or indirectly to consumerism, the throw-away culture and appreciation for God’s creation.
As you read the summaries/abstracts of the chosen selections in this issue, you may find yourself dismayed, as I
was, by the waste that is seemingly choking our oceans--and the life in it--to death. At the same time however,
you may see a glimmer of hope in the efforts to control plastics pollution in particular by current efforts, individually and corporately, to combat what has been called, the “scourge of our oceans.”
In Laudato Si', Pope Francis, quoting John Paul II, writes “Every effort to protect and improve our world entails
profound changes in ‘lifestyles, models of production and consumption and the established structures of power
which today govern societies.’” (#5 Laudato Si')
Do we all have a personal responsibility? I leave it to you to decide!
Marianne Postiglione, RSM, Senior Editor
From the Editor: We devote this issue of the ITEST Bulletin, Volume 52, No. 4, to the question of Plastics Pollution. However, rather than publishing a limited selection of essays and articles, we offer an abstract of each article giving the reader
a choice to access the link to read the entire article, or to note the link and read the entire article later.
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Announcements

Membership Renewal

ITEST is pleased to announce that the Most Reverend
Mitchell T. Rozanski, Archbishop of Saint Louis, has
accepted the role of ITEST Episcopal Moderator.

Membership renewal notices have been sent and we
thank those who have already renewed. As an ITEST
Member, you receive the quarterly ITEST Bulletin,
monthly email newsletters, webinar and conference
discounts, and the opportunity to network with those
who are attentive to faith/science issues. Renew by
mailing a check or pay at https://faithscience.org/
membership-information/.

New Book: Ennobling Encounters
In this memoir, Dick Bishirjian tells of
how his life has been enriched by the
many noble persons he has met over the
course of his professional life. That time
coincides with the early years of the conservative “movement” in America. In such
a world as ours, he argues, it is important
to remember the great souls who ennoble
us. Buy the book at enroutebooksandmedia.com/ennoblingencounters/

ITEST Webinars
Watch our most recent webinars at the links below.
• Love Letters from Your Father: The Gospel of John and
Follow-Up Sessions on Christ's Dialogue Method
• Discovering the Fullness of Reality; How Partial
Truths Obscure the Union of Faith and Science
• Counterfeit Self-Soothing: Psychology of Pornography
Find all webinars at faithscience.org/news-and-events/
Register for these upcoming ITEST webinars:
• Saturday, November 20, 2021: Do you Believe?
The Theology and Science of the Eucharist
Presenters: Dr. Stacy Trasancos & Msgr. Eugene Morris
www.faithscience.org/Eucharist
• Saturday, December 11, 2021: Everywhen
Presenter: Dr. Thomas Sheahen
www.faithscience.org/Everywhen

In Memoriam—ITEST Members
We ask your prayers for the following ITEST members
who recently died and entered Eternal Life.
Jean-Robert Leguey-Feilleux, PhD 10/14/2021
Michael Mahfood
09/21/2021
Rev. Mr. Donald Sparling, PhD
03/14/2021
Julián Pérez García
January, 2021
We also ask your prayers for ITEST members who are
ill. May they feel the restoring hand of the Lord.

Letters to the Editor
Dr. Olliges,
Thank you for the latest ITEST bulletin on Catholic scientists. The articles contain many great Catholic scientists.
Three of the scientists on the top 50 list, however, were
not Catholic (as far as I can tell). These scientists are
Alexander Fleming, James Prescott Joule, and Erwin
Schrödinger.
The reference to Pasteur as “a devout Catholic all his life”
seems a bit overstated based on my research. In looking
at French sources, it appears Pasteur was nominally
Catholic for most of his life but had a strong reversion
before he died. The book Madame Pasteur by Agnès
Desquand (in French) has some good information. For
instance, it contains this line: “Madame Pasteur,
profoundly religious, wishing to bring her husband back
to the full practice of Catholicism, ingeniously put him in
touch in the last years of his life with Father Boulanger,
his daughter’s spiritual director.”
Over the last couple of years, Dr. Stephen Barr and I have
collaborated on nearly 100 biographies for the Society of
Catholic Scientists website. We have been careful to
include only prominent scientists who were believing
Catholics. I hope this curated list can serve as a helpful
resource to ITEST members and others.
www.catholicscientists.org/catholic-scientists-of-the-past.
— Andrew Kassebaum
Just a comment on the list of 50 famous Catholic
scientists. St. Augustin cannot be considered a scientist.
Laplace and Schrödinger cannot be considered as Catholic. Cassini, director of París Observatory, was not a Jesuit.
— Agustin Udias, SJ
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Letters to the Editor (continued)
Dear Editor:
I would suggest the following change to your list of 50
Catholic scientists: delete Teilhard de Chardin. I find it hard
to call him a scientist. Besides, he was very controversial in
both the scientific and religious camp. Instead, I would add
Stephen M. Barr. AMDG
— Dr. Gerard Verschuuren
The Editors of the ITEST Bulletin appreciate the feedback on
the listing of Catholic Scientists in the Spring 2021 issue. We
updated the listing, which includes more than 50, and it can
be found at https://faithscience.org/catholic-scientists/
Dear Editor,
In response to Dr. Ed O’Boyle’s essay, “Silencing the
Minority” [ITEST Bulletin, Vol. 52, #3], his initial premise,
“Today we see that this arrangement which dates from the
American Revolution and assures authentic self-governance
is under attack by a self-righteous majority [emphasis mine]
elected democratically but committed to silencing the minority,” would carry real weight if he had examined minority –
majority governance in an historical context rather than espousing his political views at this point in time. Furthermore,
he seemed to misunderstand the political dynamics of the
American electoral system in which either the Democrats or
Republicans are in or out of power at any particular time.
Dr. O’Boyle’s specious examples of the wrongs inflicted
on the oppressed minority don’t hold up under closer examination.
Impeachment according to Article I § 2 of the United
States Constitution gives the House of Representatives the
sole power to impeach (to make formal charges against), and
Article I § 3 gives the Senate the sole power to try impeachments. Article II § 4 of the Constitution provides as follows:
“The President, Vice President and all civil officers of the
United States, shall be removed from office on impeachment
for, and conviction of, treason, bribery, or other high crimes
and misdemeanors.” Thus, the operative legal standard to
apply to an impeachment of a sitting president is “treason,
bribery, or other high crimes and misdemeanors.” Of course
there is substantial difference of opinion over the interpretation of these words, but the House of Representatives and
Senate performed their duties accordingly.
And there is strong evidence that then-President Trump
and others in his administration and the Republican Party
incited the assault. The impeachment process in no way silenced the millions of voters. Afterall, their duly elected senators did not vote to convict.
The filibuster, not mentioned in the Constitution, has a
long and complicated history dating back to 1806 which time
doesn’t allow to thoroughly explain. I’m assuming Dr.
O’Boyle is concerned with the current “silent” filibuster
where a group of 41 or more senators simply threatens a filibuster, the Senate majority leader can refuse to call a vote.
Today, most important legislation is not debated. AccordITEST Bulletin Vol. 52 - #4

ing to the Brennan Center for Justice, “Overuse of the filibuster magnifies problems of representation endemic to the
Senate, where small and large states alike are each represented by two senators. However, the population disparity
between the largest and smallest states has increased significantly since the founding. Today, the 26 least populous
states are home to just 17 percent of the U.S. population.
This means that a group of senators representing a small
minority of the country can use the filibuster to prevent the
passage of bills with broad public support [emphasis
mine].” 1 Dr. O’Boyle’s argument doesn’t hold up to scrutiny.
Executive Orders have been issued by every U.S. president since they were first systematically cataloged in 1905.
In fact, from 1905 to 1952, most presidents issued more than
100 executive orders a year. Since 1952, the highest number
in a single year was Jimmy Carter's 99 in 1980. Yes, President Biden has signed nine executive orders on his first day
as president, most addressing Covid-19 and immigration.2
Seven of the essay’s indictments are concerned with censorship of First Amendment speech or in today’s vernacular, the cancel culture. Dr. O’Boyle leaves out much context
in his examples:
1. According to the Kansas City Star op-ed, “No one
other than President Donald Trump himself is more responsible for Wednesday's coup attempt at the U.S. Capitol than
one Joshua David Hawley, the 41-year-old junior senator
from Missouri, who put out a fundraising appeal while the
siege was underway.” Simon and Shuster is a private company that decided it wanted no part of publishing Hawley; it
wasn’t censorship and he found another publisher later.3
2. Forbes magazine, a private entity and very conservative, was merely stating the obvious – most spokespersons
for President Trump regularly lied to the American people.
3. Major retailers, again private companies, didn’t drop
My Pillow Guy (Mike Lindell) products because he supported the president, they dropped his products only after
“Lindell has advanced an increasingly outlandish theory that
foreign hackers broke into the computer systems of election
offices… to switch votes -- in what he has described as the
‘biggest cyber-crime in world history’” and other conspiracy
theories about the election.4
And finally, there’s those January 6 “Insurrectionists
being identified and called out selectively in the media as
Christian Nationalists.” Yes, much reporting by the major
news organizations refer to many of the rioters as Christian
Nationalists because they themselves claim to be so. People
are free to espouse their religious beliefs, except when these
beliefs are used as an excuse for political violence.
I hope that the editors refrain from including political
essays of this type in future newsletters.
— Robert Wolfersteig, Tempe, Arizona
See Ed O’Boyle’s response on page 4.
Note: Space constraints limit our ability to print the references cited in Mr. Wolfersteig’s letter. To receive the cited references, contact us at ITEST@archstl.org.
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Ed O’Boyle’s response to Robert Wolfersteig’s letter:
My brief article “Silencing the Minority” proceeds from
James Madison’s remarks in Federalist Paper #10.
Complaints are everywhere heard from our most considerate and virtuous citizens, equally the friends of
public and private faith, and of public and personal
liberty, that our governments are too unstable, that the
public good is disregarded in the conflicts of rival parties, and that measures are too often decided, not according to the rules of justice and the rights of the minority party, but by the superior force of an interested
and overbearing majority.
Consider these two statements taken from Mr. Wolfersteig’s posting in which it seems he would replace our
long-standing republican form of government with a
“simple majority rules” democracy.
Furthermore, [Dr. O’Boyle] seemed to misunderstand
the political dynamics of the American electoral system
in which either the Democrats or Republicans are in or
out of power at any particular time.
… a group of senators representing a small minority of
the country can use the filibuster to prevent the passage
of bills with broad public support.
My article enumerates eleven ways in which the present
majority party in Congress is using its superior force to
silence the minority party. Mr. Wolfersteig challenged me
on impeachment, filibuster, executive orders, censorship,
and insurrectionists. I will respond to those five items.
Impeachment. Article 1, Section 3 asserts that when the
President is being impeached “no Person shall be convicted without the Concurrence of two-thirds of the Members
[of the Senate] present.”
Filibuster. By objecting to the silent filibuster in which 41
senators standing in opposition to a bill can block its passage, Mr. Wolfersteig is arguing in the extreme for doing
away with simple majority when the vote is 50 for, 50
against with the Vice President, who otherwise does not
have a vote, holding the tie-breaker. Furthermore, a budget bill can be passed by a simple majority. Below see the
various instances in which a two-thirds or three-quarters
vote is required for the House, the Senate, or both to act.
Executive orders are rationalized on the basis that it is the
duty of the sitting president to “clean up the mess left by
his/her predecessor.” Mr. Wolfersteig, it appears, approves
of this practice. I don’t because it usurps the power of the
Congress to legislate, denying especially the minority party, and the people they represent, their right to be heard.
Censorship. In the case of Senator Hawley’s book being
cancelled by Simon and Schuster for his alleged role in the
January 6 rebellion at the Capitol, I take the position that
the remedy for speech we don’t like is not shutting down
that speech, but more speech.
⁓4⁓

Given the word limit the editor of the ITEST Bulletin has
suggested, I will not respond at length to Wolfersteig’s
defense of a statement made by Forbes magazine that I
attacked as prejudicial. Neither will I respond in detail to
his use of an item on CNN that condemned Mike Lindell
for accusing retailers who dropped the products of his pillow company because he supported Trump when, according to CNN, they dropped his products for the way in
which the presidential election was conducted, except to
note that it amounts to a distinction without a difference.
Insurrectionists. Aren’t the persons who engaged in the
assault on the Capitol on January 6 and who identified
themselves as Christian Nationalists to be judged, not by
the media, but by a court of law for what they did on that
day rather than for what they believe?
Enumerated below are several sections in the Constitution
that protect a single individual or the minority group by
requiring more than a simple majority to act.
Article 1, Section 5 states that neither the House nor Senate may expel a member without “Concurrence of twothirds of its members.”
Article 1, Section 7 sets forth the remedy for a bill that has
been vetoed by the President. A bill can be “re-passed by
two-thirds of the Senate and House of Representatives.”
Article 2, Section 1 states that the quorum for the Electoral
College is “a member or members from two-thirds of
States.”
Article 2, Section 2 says that the President has the power
to make Treaties, “provided two-thirds of the Senators
present concur.”
Article 5 states that “The Congress whenever two-thirds
of both houses shall deem it necessary, shall propose
amendments to this Constitution, or, on the application of
the legislatures of two-thirds of the several states, shall
call a convention for proposing amendments, which in
either case, shall be valid to all intents and purposes, as
part of this Constitution, when ratified by the legislatures
of three-fourths of the several states, or by conventions in
three-fourths thereof … .”
Article 4, Section 4 asserts that “The United States shall
guarantee to every State in this Union a Republican Form
of Government … .” Furthermore, as I stated in my article, the Bill of Rights sets forth the rights of a single individual that the majority may not trample upon.
“Elections have consequences” but they cannot be used to
elevate the president of the United States to the status of a
single all-powerful ruler. Nor can they be used to override
the Constitution and allow the majority to exercise superior force to change America from a republican form of
government to a “simple majority rules” democracy.
When that happens, the minority is silenced.
— Edward J. O’Boyle, PhD
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Summary of Interview with Colleen Brown,
Conservation Agent for the Town of Swansea, Massachusetts

May, 2021 - Sister Marianne Postiglione, RSM - Senior Editor, ITEST Bulletin
We might be tempted to apply the label “Sleepy” to a number of little towns on the New England Coast; but Swansea, a 25 square miles town of 17,000 nestled among the rivers along the southeastern coast of Massachusetts, is
anything but “sleepy.”
Through the efforts of conservation agent, Colleen Brown, for this active and lively town, things are moving along
quite well in the area of waste management and control.
Although the main focus for this issue of the ITEST Bulletin is plastic waste management, it is important to highlight
the successful efforts that the town of Swansea has made to clean up not only plastics but other waste as well.
For example, one problem encountered as a result of the housing building boom in the area was the presence of excess nitrogen and some raw sewage spilled into the waterways from septic tank systems in new homes. The same
problem existed in run-off from septic tanks needing to be updated in older homes. It was serious enough that the
shore had to be closed to shell fishing from 1975 to 2015.
Trying to gauge the effect of this 40-year dearth of shell fishing and the effect on sea life in the area, is a task indeed.
The small local fishing community took a hit, but through judicious supervision and prudent clean up by the conservation department with federal assistance, the inlets have finally returned to health and “clamming” or “clam digging” by the natives is once more possible.
Comprising a small area of 25.5 square miles at an elevation of 22 feet, Swansea may not experience the same waste
management problems of a big city; nevertheless, the town council is drafting even more stringent present laws on
the collection of recyclables such as glass, plastics, cardboard, and others.
If this can happen in a small but vibrant town, what more could be accomplished in the larger more populated cities?

Chemists are Reimagining Recycling to Keep Plastics out of Landfills
By Maria Temming, Science News, January 27, 2021
Summary by Sister Marianne Postiglione, RSM

Will chemists of the future be “agents” for “better living through chemistry”? Those who remember the 30’s and the
depression years recall how powerfully that slogan affected people who were looking for a way out of poverty and
job loss. Chemistry may have delivered less than it promised in the 20th
century, yet, will it make good on its promise in the 21st?
Laudato Si'
p. 69-70 #102
Confronted with almost insurmountable roadblocks in repurposing and
recycling certain plastics, chemists around the world have “girded their
Humanity has entered a new era in
loins” and taken on the task of solving or at least alleviating the probwhich our technical prowess has
lems. Although the technologies reported in this article are not yet
brought us to a crossroads…. How
ready for prime time, work is advancing in labs around the world.
can we not feel gratitude and appreEd Daniels, senior project manager at the REMADE Institute in West
ciation for this progress, especially
Henrietta, New York, cautions that it will not be one single technology
in the fields of medicine, engineering
that will provide the answer to safe and effective treatment and manand communications? How could we
agement of various plastics, rather each new technology will open new
not acknowledge the work of many
possibilities for further study.
scientists and engineers who have
provided alternatives to make develAmong other researchers, chemist Geoffrey Coates of Cornell Univeropment sustainable?
sity, notes that in plastic recycling [ordinarily] “…every material has to
get processed separately.” For example, in plastic containers of detergents there are two different types of plastic used in the manufacture -- a polyethylene body and a polypropylene
cap. The cap and container can’t be melted down together to produce a reusable or recyclable entity. “Most plastics are
Continues on page 6
Excerpts in this issue of the ITEST Bulletin are taken from Pope Francis’ 2015 encyclical, Laudato Si': On Care for Our Common Home. Pagination
refers to the soft cover edition of Laudato Si' published by Our Sunday Visitor Publishing Division. Number designations are from the encyclical itself.
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like oil and water,” he explains, “they just don’t mix.”
Chemical engineer George Huber at the University of Wisconsin--Madison and his team tested a series of liquid
solvents to dissolve individual plastic components off a product of mixed plastics. This test yielded an encouraging
result of a 95 percent recovery of each material (mixed plastics). They are hoping to apply this technology to items
bulkier than packaging of ordinary household products, such as detergent, cleansers, and shampoos.
All this research is promising, but we wait to see if the overwhelming problem of plastic waste can indeed be solved
with the promise of “better living through chemistry.”
This summary is only that — “a summary.” It does not provide the more detailed explanation of the work conducted currently in laboratories around the world. I heartily recommend reading the full article at https://tinyurl.com/sdywkxp3.

Frontier Technologies for Addressing Plastic Pollution
Frontier Technology Quarterly (FTQ), September 17, 2020
A report from the United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs
Summary by Sister Marianne Postiglione, RSM
“The severity of plastic pollution is now well-recognized, and countries and communities are looking for innovative
solutions for addressing this menace of the modern age.” In the opening sentence of a lengthy article in the FTQ, the
authors suggest ways to reduce plastics use in five stages: 1: “Development of natural substitutes of plastic and production of biodegradable plastic; 2: Production of goods and services using plastic and its natural substitutes; 3: Use
of plastic-based goods and services by consumers--reduce, reuse, recycle; 4: Disposal of plastic-based goods and 5:
Collection of plastic litter and ensuring their proper disposal.”
The Main Actors or the Responsible Agents play a role in each of the stages.
Laudato Si'
In stages one and two, science research labs, companies, governments, and in
p. 19 #21
-house R&D, and in stages three to five, the accountable agents are largely
Account must also be taken of the consumers, communities, governments, and social and environmental organipollution produced by residue, zations.
including dangerous waste pre- A look at the development of plastics following World War II reveals that
sent in different areas. Each year they are a relatively new substance. Speak to senior citizens who remember
hundreds of millions of tons of the awe they experienced when they first handled the package of newly prowaste are generated, much of it duced “oleo-margarine.” Gone were the four rectangular sticks of hard butter
non-biodegradable, highly toxic in the Land O’Lakes cardboard package; in its place was a gelatinous mass
and radioactive, from homes and encased in soft plastic. In the center of that mass was a capsule filled with a
businesses, from construction and yellow coloring agent. Privileged was the youngster chosen to knead this lard
demolition sites, from clinical, -like substance, breaking the colored capsule to observe color diffused
electronic and industrial sources.
throughout the oleo. Plastics may have brought the homemaker of the 40’s a
cheaper product but a more or less tasteless one as well.
Presently, nanotechnologies* have entered the picture making packaging products less costly and more biodegradable. One example of a successful use of nanotechnology on thin paper and cardboard comes to us from a Finnish firm
which developed a “Fully recyclable coating for paper cups that can hold hot beverages for more than two
days.” (Material District, 2017)**
Other nanotechnologies include developing methods to produce lightweight steel and aluminum that can compete
with plastics, especially in automobiles. In 2014, plastic content in each auto measured 200 kg (440 lb); whereas in
2020, plastics in autos increased to 350 kg (771 lb).
The solution? Employing nanotechnologies, one US car manufacturer produced a remodeled pickup--the first allaluminum body truck in 2014, proving that it can be done with innovative and creative use of substitutes for plastics.
Yet again cost will often largely dictate whether or not manufacturers and other agents are willing to weigh benefits
and costs both to their stock holders and the consumers. Stay tuned!
Read more at https://tinyurl.com/48bc59w4.
*

Nanotechnology is a field of research and innovation in building ‘things’—generally, materials and devices—on the scale of atoms and molecules. A nanometer is one-billionth of a metre: ten times the diameter of a hydrogen atom. The diameter of a human hair is, on average, 80,000 nanometres. www.azonano.com
** Isla plastic-free paper cup coating is completely recyclable. https://tinyurl.com/khvxupaf.
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How Hard-to-Recycle Plastic is Being Made as Good as New

By Sandrine Ceurstemont
Horizon Magazine: The EU Research & Innovation Magazine, June 8, 2020
Summary by Sister Marianne Postiglione, RSM

This report deals with overseas efforts to allow single-use packaging, fiber-reinforced car parts, and others to have
more than just another life; they can become as good as new.
A dream or a reality? OR, A reality in the making!
Of the 60 million tonnes* of plastics produced in Europe every year, only 30% of it is recycled. Striving for a
more circular economy,** a number of laboratories have experimented with specifically new recycling technologies. One such effort is a patented process called CreaSolv developed by the Fraunhofer Institute in Munich, Germany, designed to give polymers and fiber-reinforced composites a second and even third life.
“Using a solvent-based formula, different types of plastic and fibres are extracted and separated by dissolving
them in a solution. Then the polymers—long chains of molecules that make up a plastic—are recovered from the
solution in solid form and reshaped into plastic pellets. Recovered fibres can also be reused.”
Dr. Elodie Bugnicourt, innovation unit leader at IRIS Technology Solutions, an engineering company in Barcelona, Spain, admits that thus far, experimentation has been on a small scale with multi-layering packing to test the
process. But she predicts, that with wise investment, larger companies can use this process to their advantage.
Naturally, cost will figure into those decisions, but Dr. Garcia Armingol, director of the energy and environment
group at CIRCE energy research center in Zaragoza, Spain, is confident that working closely with industrial partners in Europe and around the world that, with dedication, “… it’s possible to have a circular economy in the plastic sector.”
Laudato Si'
Read the full article at https://tinyurl.com/5e2xsuh9.
*

1 tonne is the standard worldwide metric weight for 1000 kg. 1 ton
is the word predominantly used in the USA and equals 2000 lb
(approx. 907 kg) 1 tonne is about 93 kg heavier than 1 US ton.
** “A circular economy is a framework for an economy that is restorative and regenerative by design.” Ellen MacArthur Foundation

p. 125 #191

If we look at the larger picture, we can see that more diversified and innovative forms of production which impact less on the environment can prove very profitable.

Tracking Ocean Microplastics from Space
See the Great Pacific Garbage Patch like Never Before
By Gabe Cherry, University of Michigan June 27, 2021
Summary by Sister Marianne Postiglione, RSM
“It’s one thing to suspect a source of microplastic pollution, but quite another to see it happening,” explains Chris
Ruf, Professor of Climate and Space Science at the University of Michigan, and head of a study investigating how
to track and manage plastic pollution in the ocean with the goal of proper management and safe disposal.
The photos in the link on page 8 provide evidence that plastics pollution---especially microplastic--in the oceans is
a growing concern that scientists at the University of Michigan and elsewhere around the globe are addressing.
Skeptics might ask, “But is it really as big a threat as we hear?” “After all, the ocean is huge and can absorb a certain amount of trash.” How much is acceptable? An estimated eight million tons of plastic trash enters the ocean
each year, most of it becoming tiny microbeads of plastic that endanger sea life. When does the level of ocean
trash become unacceptable?
The University of Michigan in collaboration with CYGNSS* employs its eight micro-satellite system to spot the
areas of microplastic pollution in the ocean and to track it on a day-by-day timeline of “…where they enter the
water, how they move, and where they tend to collect.” In the past, researchers had to rely on sporadic reports
from plankton trawlers who netted the ocean trash along with their catch. The present satellite technique is a huge
improvement over the previous spotty measures.
Continues on page 8

* Cyclone Global Navigation Satellite System
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One of the greatest concentrations of microplastics is in the Northern Hemisphere during the summer months of
June and July in the area termed “The Great Pacific Garbage Patch,” a convergence zone in the North Pacific Ocean
where microplastics collect in massive quantities. Concentration
in the Southern Hemisphere conversely occurs during the sumLaudato Si'
p. 9 #5
mer months of January and February.
The next step involves moving to the lab to study the data retrieved through the CYGNSS satellites, and to draw appropriate
and testable conclusions to the presence of converging ocean
trash in areas like The Great Pacific Garbage Patch. This will
provide a more useful means of tracking ocean waste with a view
to managing and disposing of it in the near future.
Read the full article at https://tinyurl.com/9yaez4pa.

Every effort to protect and improve our
world entails profound changes in “lifestyles, models of production and consumption, and the established structures
of power which today govern societies.”
John Paul II, Centesimus Annus 1991

Can Kids Change the World?
Plastics Pollution Poses Huge Problem.
Can the Kids Solve it?
Summary by Sister Marianne Postiglione, RSM

Has hope finally dawned on the murky question of plastics pollution? It seems that a group of teenagers from the
southeastern corner of the New England coast have taken the initiative, with the guidance of responsible adults, to
work for cleaner beaches with the goal of eliminating the scourge of plastics and other waste products from their
length of coastline. They are not pure theorists, however; weekly they give up their free time cleaning up beaches
and setting goals for an environment free of plastics pollution. A crazy dream?
Not so! One middle school student, one of the volunteers, has devised an acLaudato Si'
ronym, STEP, to assist those who are willing to look at this issue as a real
p. 19 #22
problem. Tassiana DaSilva, a student from Dartmouth Middle School deThese problems are closely
scribes those steps she created: “Stop” before throwing away a candy or gum
linked to a throwaway culture
wrapper; “Think” before buying water in a plastic bottle; “Educate” yourself
which affects the excluded just
and others with practical reasons to refuse to buy single use plastics; and finalas it quickly reduces things to
ly, “Preserve” and reuse those products that can reasonably be used again.
rubbish…. But our industrial
Not only are these teens thinking locally, rather they are calling to account the
system, at the end of its cycle
major manufacturers of merchandise sold in single use plastic containers-of production and consumpshampoo and bath products, for example. They devised a system of tallying
tion, has not developed the
those identifiable products lodged in the sand, packaged them up and discapacity to absorb and reuse
patched them to the manufacturers with a clear message: that their products
waste and byproducts.
are contributing to the problem of plastic waste and hurting animals and humans. Yet, plastic currently is the most effective and possibly safest way to package products, especially those that
require a certain temperature limit, for example, meats, fish, and cheese. Change will be costly to the manufacturer
and to the consumer as well. Are we willing to take that STEP?
Is it cost effective enough for a manufacturer to explore different methods of packaging? The good news is many are
in the pipeline right now. Not all plastic is recyclable, and some cardboard (milk) containers have two or three layers
of plastic on the surface. At times this requires several costly removal processes before the container or package can be recycled. Will manufacturers
Institute for Theological Encounter
with Science and Technology
eventually toe the mark? If it is up to these motivated teenagers, and others
like them around the country, there is still hope ahead!
ITEST FaithScience
Find
(Summary of an article published in the Standard Times of New Bedford,
ITEST
itestfaithscience
MA, June 8, 2021, by Anastasia E. Lennon, staff writer)
on Social
@faithscience
Media
Read the referenced article at: https://tinyurl.com/2adedkfs.
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Microplastics are Everywhere—But are they Harmful?
Nature, Vol. 593, May 4, 2021, pp. 22-25
By XiaoZhi Lim

Summary by Sister Marianne Postiglione, RSM

Is there a potential risk to the health of human beings from the microplastics or nanoplastics that are ubiquitous in
the environment? Although research has focused on the dangers to marine life, studies do not yet claim an
immediate danger to humans ingesting plastic specks or nanoplastics. Yet questions persist.
In this article, the author reports on a number of steps taken by agencies and laboratories working to get a handle on
how to measure effectively the risk of plastics pollution to humans. The California State Water Resources Control
Board will launch one such effort in July. “It will become the world’s first regulatory authority to announce standard
methods for quantifying microplastic concentrations in drinking water, with the aim of monitoring water over the
next four years and publicly reporting the results.” Four years can seem like a decade with neuralgic questions such
as potential preventable health hazards in the queue.
Predictions indicate that by the year 2050, the 400
million “tonnes” of plastics produced each year will
more than double. Even if all production of plastics
should cease tomorrow, a mass estimated at 5 billion
tonnes would still remain, degrading into minute
fragments impossible to collect or clean up. Albert
Koelmans, an environmental scientist at Wageningen
University in the Netherlands, calls that “a plastic
bomb.” It may be one with a slow fuse because, he
continues, “If you ask me about the risks, I am not that
frightened today, but I am a bit concerned about the
future if we do nothing.”
This well detailed four page article delves further into
the question of how plastic specks may be harmful to
the environment, marine animals, and humans. Are
Microplastics collected from the Magothy River in Maryland these specks small enough to enter the cells of the
Photo credit: Will Parson/Chesapeake Bay Program
body? If so, what are the costs? Will they pass through
the system - as other pollutants do - and be excreted
with no effect? Or will there be unintended direct consequences?
Studies on humans are still inconclusive since it is almost impossible to collect and measure some of the nanoplastics, while researchers are scratching their heads because “nanoplastics are invisible and cannot simply be
scooped up.” Science leans heavily on observation. If a scientist cannot observe,
Laudato Si'
then how can concrete research take place?
In conclusion, Lim cautions that we have “no time to lose” even though for now
the levels of micro and nanoplastics are too low to affect human health, estimates
are that the amount of plastic added to existing waste each year—could more than
double from 188 million tonnes in 2016 to 380 million tonnes in 2040.
How do we as individuals control what ends up as plastics pollution? Winnie Lau
at the Pew Charitable Trusts in Washington DC, urges us to switch to systems of
reuse, moving to alternative materials and recycling plastic. A drop in the bucket?
Hardly! Following that path, Lau claims that applying proven solutions to plastic
waste and scaled up as quickly as possible right now, the amount of plastic waste
added could drop to 140 million tonnes per year by 2040.
Access the full article at www.nature.com/articles/d41586-021-01143-3.
ITEST Bulletin Vol. 52 - #4

314.792.7220
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Any technical solution
which science claims to
offer will be powerless to
solve the serious problems of our world if humanity loses its compass,
if we lose sight of the
great motivations which
make it possible for us to
live in harmony, to make
sacrifices and to treat
others well.
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US Generates More Plastic Trash than any Other Nation, Report Finds
Environment: Planet or Plastic National Geographic April 10, 2021
Summary by Sister Marianne Postiglione, RSM
Is marine litter, particularly plastics, solely an Asian problem?
According to an April, 2021 report in National Geographic, “The plastic pollution crisis has been widely blamed on
a handful of Asian countries, but (relatively) new research shows just how much the U.S....” carries the blame for a
significant part of it. Let’s take a look.
When the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) in October, 2020 released a plan for addressing marine litter, it
noted five Asian nations: China, Indonesia, the Philippines, Thailand, and Vietnam as responsible for more than half
of the plastic waste polluting the ocean yearly. Registering as 20th on the list was the United States. That may be not
as onerous as being numbers one through five, but more detailed recent studies show that the United States is by far
the world’s largest generator of plastic waste.
In 2016, the US was responsible for more than 46 million tons of waste; yet only 10 percent of that waste was
recycled. Now five years later, has the US shown any improvement in the management and controlling of plastic
waste? Ted Siegler, an economist and partner at DSM Environmental Sciences in Windsor, Vermont co-authored a
study which showed that, after China stopped buying public scrap from the US in 2018, the amount of plastic waste
in the US increased dramatically. Siegler admits that the US has a coastal problem and - along with other agencies is working to study how to solve the seemingly insurmountable problem of plastic waste management.
Admittedly, studies show that this problem of plastic pollution poses a global rather than a national or regional one.
But first the US must put its own house in order. Recently, the National Academy of Sciences convened a public
meeting “… for an 18-month assessment of the United States’ contribution to plastic waste …” commissioned by
Congress. With a deadline of end of year 2021 looming, there is still
much work to accomplish. The National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Laudato Si'
p. 76 #111-112
Administration will oversee the project, while Amy Uhrin, chief
scientist of NOAA’s marine debris program, cautions “It’s not
To seek only a technical remedy to each
strictly a Southeast Asia problem.”
environmental problem which comes up
is to separate what is in reality interMore positive steps are in the pipeline. Dave Ford, founder of Soul
connected and to mask the true and
Buffalo, a leadership network, has enlisted the help of industry
deepest problems of the global system.
moguls, environmentalists, and capital investors with mixed
Yet we can once more broaden our vioutcomes. Since a number of the executives continue to view the
sion. We have the freedom needed to
plastic pollution as an Asian issue, it requires sometimes herculean
limit and direct technology; we can put
effort to convince those with capital to join the work. Undaunted,
it at the service of another type of prothe researchers continue to doggedly pursue funding for this
gress, one which is healthier, more huvaluable research.
man, more social, more integral.
Read the full article at https://tinyurl.com/n2kyw9eh.

This footnote from Lumen Fidei (June 29, 2013) beautifully
exemplifies the whole interplay of faith and science.
Nor is the light of faith joined to the truth of love, extraneous to the material world, for love is always lived out
in body and spirit; the light of faith is an incarnate light radiating from the luminous life of Jesus. It also illumines the material world, trusts its inherent order, and knows that it calls us to an ever widening path of harmony and understanding. The gaze of science thus benefits from faith: faith encourages the scientist to remain
constantly open to reality in all its inexhaustible richness. Faith awakens the critical sense by preventing research from being satisfied with its own formulae and helps it to realize that nature is always greater. By stimulating wonder before the profound mystery of creation, faith broadens the horizons of reason to shed greater
light on the world which discloses itself to scientific investigation.
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Could Plastic Trash Eventually Be Compostable at Home?
Science News April 21, 2021 by Carmen Drahl
Summary by Sister Marianne Postiglione, RSM
In the April issue of Science News, Carmen Drahl, citing a study by Ting Xu in Nature, April, 21, 2021, reports a
promising development in the compostability of certain “biodegradable” plastics.
But aren’t certain plastics by their very name, “biodegradable,” designed
Laudato Si'
to decompose in the landfill? Not according to the evidence Xu found in
p. 18 #19
compost piles where biodegradable plastics were expected to degrade.
Our goal is not to amass inforChecking her parent’s compost pile, Xu found bits of biodegradable
mation or to satisfy curiosity, but
plastic in the remains.
rather to become painfully aware,
She and her lab set to work experimenting with “polymer-munching”
to dare to turn what is happening
enzymes. Adding the ingredient Xu and her team previously developed,
to the world into our own personal
they expected the new process could improve the decomposition of the
suffering and thus to discover what
hard-to-conquer plastics, thus preventing the formation of microplastics.
each of us can do about it.
Currently, she and her team have applied for a patent for the technology.
Don’t expect the process to be available tomorrow; it’s a long way from
lab testing to manufacture. In the future, biodegradable plastic trash will be trash no longer, but fertilizer for your
garden. Read more at tinyurl.com/26azre8k.

Breaking the Plastics Wave
Commentary/Opinion
By Marianne Postiglione, RSM – Senior Editor
As I sit having lunch, sipping clear water from a plastic bottle, uneasy thoughts take me back to the video I saw
recently on the problems involved with the tons of plastic waste washed up on beaches all over the world. How can
this “innocent” plastic bottle, no more than 4 inches tall, contribute to these massive tons of waste? Need I mention
the danger to sea life and coral reefs impacted by this “wasteful-ness”? Admittedly, many plastics may be recycled,
but those amount only to a small portion of plastics that never see the recycle bins, destined to live on and on in
oceans and city and town dumps -- and most likely to outlive us all.
How Do We Solve This Problem?
From the study mentioned in the title above, the Pew Charitable Trusts,* in conjunction with SYSTEMIQ,**
recently published the results of their combined research on plastic flows into the ocean. “Break the Plastic Wave”
reveals some startling data about the dangers to ocean life caused by plastics pollution.
The article noted above summarizes the data from the mammoth study of plastics pollution in the ocean and
“identifies solutions that could cut this volume by more than 80 percent….”
Laudato Si'
Plastics pollution is clearly a human-based problem, and the Pew study says
p. 10 #6
it can be controlled to a great extent by thoughtful yet costly investment
Benedict urged us to realize
involving a massive commitment of funds and human invention. This
that creation is harmed “where
contrasts with climate change, which according to credible science,*** is a
we ourselves have the final
combination of many complex factors, both natural and human.
word, where everything is simpAre we, as a nation and a member of the global “community,” willing to
ly our property and we use it for
make the sacrifices necessary to effect this gradual “healing” of the oceans?
ourselves alone. The misuse of
Read the short essay here: https://tinyurl.com/4wxnvucv.
creation begins when we no
* Pew: “Today Pew is a global research and public policy organization, still operated as an
longer recognize any higher inindependent, nonpartisan, nonprofit organization dedicated to serving the public.”
stance than ourselves, when we
** Transforming systems for a Better Future. https://www.systemiq.earth/
see nothing else but ourselves.”
*** For a detailed analysis and examination of Climate Change, see the ITEST Bulletin, Vol 51, #4,
2020 at https://tinyurl.com/kc8xpwyd.
Address to Clergy 2008
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Videos of Plastics Pollution, Especially in Waterways and Oceans
The Plastic Problem – a PBS Documentary, Nov. 27, 2019, Video length: 54 min.

Watch this in-depth and well-balanced piece by PBS citing examples of the traumatic results of plastic pollution, while at the same time, presenting some effective
means employed by individuals and companies to control, while not completely
eliminating, plastics in modern life. https://tinyurl.com/39acyf8s.

4ocean - Watch this video: https://4ocean.com/pages/about. Video length: 2 min.

This relatively young “for profit” company notes that they are on a mission to end the
ocean plastic crisis. Their members and volunteers worldwide recover “millions of
pounds” of trash from oceans, rivers and waterways every year.
The fascinating story of the beginnings of 4ocean: https://4ocean.com/pages/our-story

The Largest Cleanup in History

Watch their videos at www.theoceancleanup.com.
Based in Rotterdam in the Netherlands, this company deals with ocean cleanup,
mainly of plastics, on a large scale. This series of videos details the world-wide effect of well-managed large cleanup efforts.

Plastic Wars - FRONTLINE, March 31, 2020, Season 2020; Episode 14

Video length: 54 min. Watch at: www.pbs.org/wgbh/frontline/film/plastic-wars/.
With the plastic industry expanding like never before and the crisis of ocean pollution
growing, FRONTLINE and NPR investigate the fight over the future of plastics.

Plastic: The Scourge of Cities Becomes a Resource

Watch this video at https://tinyurl.com/y28pa9ta.
A Wall Street Journal video essay by Drew Evans looks at making useful chemicals
from plastic waste. This 5 minute video is well worth the time.

A Prayer for our Earth
All-powerful God,
You are present in the whole universe
And in the smallest of your creatures.
You embrace with your tenderness all that exists.
Pour out upon us the power of your love,
That we may protect life and beauty.
Fill us with peace, that we may live
As brothers and sisters, harming no one;
O God of the poor;
Help us to rescue the abandoned
and forgotten of this earth,
So precious in your eyes.
Bring healing to our lives,
That we may protect the world and not prey on it,

That we may sow beauty,
not pollution and destruction.
Touch the hearts
Of those who look only for gain
At the expense of the poor and the earth.
Teach us to discover the worth of each thing,
To be filled with awe and contemplation,
To recognize that we are profoundly united,
With every creature
As we journey towards your infinite light.
We thank you for being with us each day.
Encourage us, we pray, in our struggle
For justice, love and peace.
AMEN

We welcome your feedback regarding plastics pollution. Write a letter to the editor at
ITEST@archstl.org or mail to ITEST, 20 Archbishop May Drive, Saint Louis, MO 63119.
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